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Black bandage on the sore thutnb of Seascale
Sir,- Andrew Robinson's
letter (October 11) about the
l)ellafield leukaemias illus
trates the confusion that ex
ists about the use of
statistics.
Originally the Yorkshire
T V team found an abnormal
number of young cancers
over 30 years near and
around Sellafield: the figure
now stands at seventeen.
Many were mentioned in its
programme, Windscale - the
Nuclear Laundry, with the
implication that there may
be a link between the abnor
mal levels and radioactive
pollution from Windscale
processing plant at Sellafield.
Particular mention was
made of the high childhood
leukaemia rate next to the
plant in Seascale. which Dr.
Palmer and myself found to
be highly statistically signifi
cant. Immediately after the
programme, the Government
set up the Black Committee
to look into the mcidence of
cancer in West. Cumbria and
report back.
Among those giving evi
dence to the Black Commit
tee were Dr. Craft and col
leagues who divided the
northern region into 675
wards, and showed that
Seascale, with 4 leukaemias
and lymphomas had the
least chance of those cancers
occurring naturally : some' 25
times less Ukely than the
next ward. :In other words,
Seascale stuck out like a
sore thumb and, when a fur
ther recent 2 cases were
added, \he sore thumb
looked mucb more sore.
Not all cases found by the
Yorkshire TV programme ap

peared on the northern regis
try and. on the latest informa
tion we have,Seascale is also
top of all child cancers with
seven cases; it is the ward
where the observed cancers
are least likely to occur
naturally. It has yet to be
resOllved wether cancer rates
in other wards occur ran
domly and, since some wards
are 20 miles across, even
analysis by ward may not be
precise enoufh to pinpoint
environmenta causes.
.
What can be affirmed is
that the childhood cancer in
coastal parishes to the south
of Seascale is also high, and
that childhood cancers in the
area, other than leukaemia,
are statistically significant.
By ignoring these, results,
the Black Committee ma1
unnecessarily narrow the
oI\rea of future research.
If a consistent resear.ch
strategy is io be followed, I
would suggest that the hy
to
be
tested
potheses
Include:
Is there a link between
high levelS of plutonium on
the Solway Firth and the
Cumbri&n coast and child
cancer levels?
Is there a common cause
linking leukaemia in parishes
near Sellafield and other nu
clear plants ?
What other causes are
there of high rates of child
hood cancer?
Are observed abnormal
cancer rates due to one or
more nuclear accidents?
Such
an
investigation
could make best use of the
public funds available for re
search and maintain public
con.fl.dence in the scientific

approach. - Yours faithfully.
John Urquha:rt.
Low Gosforth Home Farm,
Newcastle upon Tyne.
Sir,- If ithe Nuclear In
dustry Radioactive Waste Ex
ecutive cannot work on "un
supported assertions" (sic)
about the suitability of nu
clear waste disposal sites
(Letters, October 18) how
can it insist .that the poople
of Billingham and Elstow
take as read that their com
munities are the only ones
that have been "identified
as
possible"
for
such
repositories.
Before anyone is drawn
.towards the quicksands of a
site-specific public inquiry,
we must be sure that Nirex
has not simply thrown the
dart on to two convenient
walls and is nO'W in the pro
cess of painting in the
bullseye. Not only do all the
possible land.'based' waste dis
posal sites, shortlisted after
the Rarwell desk studies,
need to !be made public 
for the purpose of indepen
dent comparison - but also
the various options for stor
ing or ,disposing of nuclear
waste need to be openly
disC'llssed.
The growing evidence of
cancer clusters, plutonium
pollution, and military sensi
Uvity connected with the nu
clear pOwer industry has re
sulted in a sceptical and
hostile
public
reaction
against NlTex. One feels
sorry for Peter Curd, draw
ing the short straw as its
press officer, but he clearly
fails to justifY' Nirex's rash
experiments with the land

and marine environment that
are now its hallmark.
Yours faithfully.
Steve Billcliffe.
33 Rectory Close•
Newbury, Berkshire.
Sir.-You report (October'

18) that nuclear waste pro
cessed in Britain for foreign

customers under J)ost-1976
contracts "is to be returned
to the country of origin."
But the situation is not as
clear cut as that.
When asked 'by the Town
and Country Planning Associ
ation at the Sizewelt inquiry
whether the post·1976 option
to return wastes would be
taken up, British Nuclear
Fuels Ltd replied that it
would be "guided by Gov
ernment," but understood
t'hat this was the intention.
The next day BNFL cor·
rected itself by say'ing that
.. the Government intention
is Clear as far as high.:.level
waste is concerned. It is not
clear as far as intermediate
level and low-level waste is
concerned."
It is for these last two
categories of nuclear waste
quantities of which greatly
exceed the high-level waste
that. this country must ur
gently seek new disrposal fa
cilities.-Yours faithfully,
Jenni£er ArmstroDi'.
Snape lMa1tings.
Suffolk.
Sir. - Your report (Octo·
ber 16) on the blacking of
the research ship, Discovery,
is misleading.
Our research. under con
tract to the Department of
the Environment, is to pro
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vide scientific information
that will help the depart·
ment to make an informed
assessment of the feasibility
of disposing of radioactive
waste ,beneath the ocean
floor. To do this we make
many types of observations
and measurements to find
out about the sediments that
form the sea bed. No nuclear
materials are involved in this
research: it is not, as was
implied, illegal under the
London
Dumping
Convention.
One of our difficulties has
been to find out the condi·
tions of the deeper sediment
layers. The penetrators, which
you refer to as canisters
though they are of solid
steel, come to rest as much
as 100 feet below the sea
bed. By monitoring them we
can learn much about the
strength of the sediments,
and ,by making measure
ments
with
instruments
mounted on them we can
find out about the phYSical
and chemical conditions they
encounter. They provide a
novel technique that will
have uses far 'beYQnd the
present research.
Our immediate O'bjective is
to test a communications sys
tem, designed by us, that
will relay all the measure
ments to the surface. Until
this can Ibe done, we cannot
add the penetration tech
nique to those already avail
able to us. - Yours faith·
fully,
A. S. Laughton.
Institute of Oceanographic
Sciences,
Godalming, Surrey.
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